Upper Elementary School Supplies List 2018-2019

www.staples.com

1 Dixon Ticonderoga® Pre-Sharpened Woodcase Pencils, #2 Soft, Yellow Barrel, 18/Pack  [Item: 731727; Model: 13818]

1 Cra-Z-Art Pre-Sharpened Colored Pencils, 1 Dozen  
   [Item: 1543818; Model: 10404-72]

1 Staples® Pink Wedge Erasers, 3/Pack  
   [Item: 271031; Model: 10433-CC]

1 Staples 8-Tab Insertable Big Tab Dividers with Buff Paper, Multicolor #13487/11111

1 Green Works Compostable Cleaning Wipes, Original Fresh - 186 Wipes 3 pack @$14.45 (*from amazon.com*)

2 Staples® Manual Dual-Hole Pencil Sharpener, Assorted Colors  
   [Item: 935650; Model: 10898-CC]

2 2-pocket folders (blue)

1 2 inch binder (any color)

1 Reusable water bottle

PLEASE NO mechanical pencils, NO colored pens or markers, NO pencil cases.